Natural vowel perception by patients with the ineraid cochlear implant.
Vowel recognition was tested in 10 patients using the Ineraid cochlear implant. The vowels were produced by a male speaker in the context 'heed, hid, head, had, hawed, hood, who'd, hud' and 'heard'. Performance varied from 34 to 93% correct. A descriptive feature system for the vowels was determined from an acoustic analysis. An information transfer analysis of these features suggested that information about the first formant frequency, vowel duration and fundamental frequency was transmitted. Information about the second and third formant frequency was transmitted less well. A sequential information transmission analysis suggested that the features of the first formant and duration accounted for nearly 80% of the information transmitted. The fundamental frequency and second formant frequency information accounted for an additional 8%. Information provided by the third formant frequency was largely redundant.